SPINDLEWORK (fig. 18) DECORATIVE CIRCULAR WOOD PIECES, TURNED ON A LATHE, AND USED PARTICULARLY ON PORCHES ON QUEEN ANNE STYLE RESIDENCES.

STRAPWORK (fig. 16) DECORATIVE WOOD PIECES ON THE EXTERIOR OF A HOME THAT MIMIC THE STRUCTURAL FRAMING FOUND IN NORTHERN EUROPEAN ARCHITECTURE, POPULARLY USED IN THE TUDOR REVIVAL AND EVEN CRAFTSMAN STYLES.

STUCCO AN EXTERIOR FINISH COMPOSED OF PORTLAND CEMENT, LIME, AND SAND.

TRANSOM WINDOW (fig. 11) A WINDOW ABOVE ANOTHER WINDOW OR DOOR THAT IS USUALLY OPERABLE AND HINGED.

VENEER AN OUTSIDE WALL SURFACE THAT IS DECORATIVE AND DURABLE BUT WHICH IS NOT LOAD BEARING, AS IN A BRICK VENEER.
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PORTICO (FIG. 13)
A COVERED ENTRANCE WHOSE ROOF IS SUPPORTED BY A SERIES OF COLUMNS OR PIERs, COMMONLY PLACED AT THE FRONT ENTRANCE OF A BUILDING.

QUOINS (FIG. 14)
OFTEN DECORATIVE, THESE ARE WOOD, STONE, OR BRICKS SET AT THE EXTERNAL CORNERS OF A BUILDING’S WALL.

RAFTER TAILS (FIG. 15)
RAFTERS ARE AN INCLINED STRUCTURAL MEMBERS FROM THE RIDGE OF THE ROOF DOWN TO THE EAVES WHICH SUPPORT THE ROOFING MATERIAL. WHEN THE ENDS PROTRUDE OVER THE EDGE OF THE WALL, AS IS COMMON IN THE CRAFTSMAN TRADITION, THESE ARE CALLED RAFTER TAILS.

RIBBON DRIVEWAY
COMMONLY FOUND IN OLDER NEIGHBORHOODS, THE DRIVEWAY CONSISTS OF TWO POUND STRIPS OF CONCRETE WITH A GRASSY MEDIAN IN BETWEEN.

RIBBON WINDOW (FIG. 11)
A HORIZONTAL BAND OF AT LEAST THREE WINDOWS SEPARATED ONLY BY MILLIONS.

RIDGE
THE HIGHEST POINT IN A SLOPED ROOF.

SHED ROOF
A ROOF, OFTEN USED ON A PORCH OR AUXILIARY BUILDING, WHICH HAS ONE PLANE.

SIDELIGHTS (FIG. 17)
A FRAMED AREA OF GLASS THAT DOES NOT OPEN, OFTEN SET VERTICALLY ON EACH SIDE OF A DOOR.

SLIDERS
METAL OR VINYL WINDOWS WHICH OPEN VERTICALLY RATHER THAN HORIZONTALLY; COMMON ON HOMES IN THE 1970s ON.

SLEEPING PORCH
UNTIL THE INVENTION OF AIR CONDITIONING, SCREENED ROOMS, OPEN TO THE NIGHT BREEZES, WERE COMMONLY USED IN FRESNO FOR SLEEPING DURING THE SUMMER MONTHS AND EVEN IN THE WINTER.
MULLIONS
A VERTICAL MEMBER SEPARATING AND OFTEN SUPPORTING WINDOWS, DOORS OR PANELS SET IN A SERIES, AS IN RIBBON WINDOWS. THE TERM IS OFTEN CONFUSED WITH MUNITNS WHICH ARE THE FRAMING PIECES AROUND WINDOW PANES.

MUNITNS
A SECONDARY FRAMING MEMBER TO HOLD PANES OF GLASS WITHIN A WINDOW OR GLAZED DOOR.

PARAPET
A LOW WALL AT THE EDGE OF A ROOF.

PEDESTAL
A SUPPORT FOR A COLUMN, AS SEEN FREQUENTLY ON CRAFTSMAN STYLE HOMES.

PEDIMENT
A TRIANGULAR GABLE ABOVE OR OVER A DOOR OR WINDOW, AS OFTEN SEEN IN CLASSICALLY INSPIRED STYLES OF BUILDING.

PICTURE WINDOW (fig. 11)
A LARGE, FIXED WINDOW THAT IS OFTEN SET BETWEEN TWO SMALLER, OPERABLE WINDOWS.

PIER
A SOLID MASONRY SUPPORT, OFTEN SQUARE OR RECTANGULAR IN PLAN.

PILASTER
A SHALLOW FLATTENED, RECTANGULAR COLUMN OR PIER ATTACHED TO A WALL AND OFTEN MODELED ON AN ORDER.

PITCH (roof)
ONE NORMALLY DESCRIBES THE DEGREE OF SLANT OF A ROOF AS LOW, MEDIUM OR STEEPLY Pitched.

PLAN
A DRAWING WHICH SHOWS THE INTERIOR SPACES OF A BUILDING, USUALLY TO SCALE.

PORTE COCHERE (fig. 12)
A COVERED CARRIAGE OR AUTOMOBILE ENTRANCE WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THE SIDE OF THE HOME, SEEN FREQUENTLY IN HOMES BUILT IN THE 1920s AND BEFORE; MORE ARCHITECTURALLY DISTINGUISHED THAN THE LATER "CARPORT."

ARCUATED (arch)
A CURVED STRUCTURE USUALLY MADE OF WEDGE SHAPED STONES (VOUSSOIRS) WHICH SPANS AN OPENING.

BALCONET (fig. 7)
A PSEUDO-BALCONY; A LOW ORNAMENTAL RAILING TO A WINDOW.

BALUSTRade (fig. 8)
A DECORATIVE RAILING SYSTEM WHICH INCLUDES A TOP RAIL, BALUSTERS, AND USUALLY A BOTTOM RAIL.

BAY
A REGULARLY REPEATED SPATIAL ELEMENT.

BAY WINDOW (fig. 1)
A WINDOW THAT PROTRUDES FROM A WALL.

BILkExHEAD
ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENT WHICH FORMS THE BASE FOR A DOOR’S SIDELIGHT.

CANTILEVERED (fig. 16)
PROJECTING HORIZONTALLY BEYOND THE WALL OR ITS VERTICAL SUPPORT; AS IN BALCONIES ON MONTEREY REVIVAL STYLE HOMES OR WINDOWS ON SOME TUDORS.

CAPITOLS (fig. 3)
THE TOPMOST STRUCTURAL MEMBER OF A COLUMN, OFTEN DECORATIVE.

CARTOUCHE (fig. 6)
AN ORNAMENTAL TABLET OFTEN INSCRIBED OR DECORATED AND FRAMED WITH ELABORATE, SCROLL-LIKE CARVING.

CASEMENT WINDOWS (fig. 15)
A WINDOW WHICH SWINGS OPEN ALONG THE ENTIRE LENGTH, USUALLY ON HINGES FIXED TO THE SIDES OF THE OPENING.

CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURE
AN ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENT WHICH DEFINES THE STYLE OR PARTICULAR LOOK OF A BUILDING AND WITHOUT WHICH THE BUILDING WOULD LOSE ITS INTEGRITY.
CLADDING
Exterior siding, either original or perhaps added over the original surface treatment of the building.

CLIPPED GABLE ROOF
Also known as a jerdinhead, a gable roof for which the end has been "clipped" to be between a gable and hip in shape.

COLONNADE (fig. 4)
A number of columns arranged in order, as in an entryway to a Spanish revival style home.

COLUMN (fig. 3)
A long slender structural member which is cylindrical and supports a load.

CORNICE (fig. 10)
The exterior trim of a structure where the roof and wall meet.

DENTIL (fig. 14)
As it suggests, these are decorative "toothlike" square blocks that are often found in columns or at the cornice of a home.

DORMER (fig. 5)
A structure which protrudes from a sloping roof, usually housing a vertical window. Colonial revival homes often include dormers.

DOUBLE-HUNG SASH WINDOWS (fig. 11)
Windows framed horizontally which can move in both directions when opened.

EAVES
The part of the roof that projects beyond the exterior wall.

ELEVATION
Vertical drawing of exterior or interior of building; 2 dimensional.

FAÇADE
The exterior, front, or principle elevation.

FANLIGHT (window)
A semicircular or a fan-shaped window with radiating members or tracery set over a door or window.

FENESTRATION
General term for the arrangement and design of windows in a building; < French (fenêtre).

FRENCH DOORS (fig. 7)
A door which has glass panes throughout or nearly so along its entire length; often used in pairs.

FRIEZE (fig. 10)
A horizontal decorative band at or near the top of a wall below the cornice.

G - L
GABLE ROOF (fig. 10)
A roof which is triangular in shape, from the cornice to the ridge; homes may be front-gabled, side-gabled, or a combination of several roof types.

GAMBREL ROOF
A ridged roof with two slopes on each side, the lower slope having the steeper pitch; often used on barns.

HIPPED ROOF (fig. 8)
A roof which slopes upward from all four sides of a building; if the top is "flat" it is a truncated hip roof.

KNEE BRACES (fig. 9)
A corner brace or diagonal member placed across the angle between two members that are joined to provide structural strength. May also be decorative as in craftsman bungalows.

LIGHTS (fig. 15)
Individual panes of glass, as in a window with eight lights.
CLADDING
EXTERIOR SIDING, EITHER ORIGINAL OR PERHAPS ADDED OVER THE ORIGINAL SURFACE TREATMENT OF THE BUILDING.

CLIPPED GABLE ROOF
ALSO KNOWN AS A JERKINHEAD, A GABLE ROOF FOR WHICH THE END HAS BEEN "CLIPPED" TO BE BETWEEN A GABLE AND HIP IN SHAPE.

COLONNADE (FIG. 4)
A NUMBER OF COLUMNS ARRANGED IN ORDER, AS IN AN ENTRANCE TO A SPANISH REVIVAL STYLE HOME.

COLUMN (FIG. 3)
A LONG SLENDER STRUCTURAL MEMBER WHICH IS CYLINDRICAL AND SUPPORTS A LOAD.

COPING
A PROTECTIVE OR DECORATIVE TOP TO A WALL OR ROOF, ALSO USED AS A DECORATIVE HORIZONTAL FEATURE ALONG THE TOP EDGE OF A ROOF IN SOME ARCHITECTURAL STYLES, SUCH AS STREAMLINE MODERNE OR THE PRAIRIE.

CORNICE (FIG. 10)
The exterior trim of a structure where the roof and wall meet.

DENTIL (FIG. 14)
As it suggests, these are decorative "toothlike" square blocks that are often found in columns or at the cornice of a home.

DORMER (FIG. 5)
A structure which protrudes from a sloping roof, usually housing a vertical window. Colonial revival homes often include dormers.

DOUBLE-HUNG SASH WINDOWS (FIG. 11)
Windows framed horizontally which can move in both directions when opened.

EAVES
THE PART OF THE ROOF THAT PROJECTS BEYOND THE EXTERIOR WALL.

ELEVATION
VERTICAL DRAWING OF EXTERIOR OR INTERIOR OF BUILDING; 2 DIMENSIONAL.

FAÇADE
THE EXTERIOR, FRONT, OR PRINCIPLE ELEVATION.

FANLIGHT (WINDOW)
A SEMICIRCULAR OR A FAN-SHAPED WINDOW WITH RADIATING MEMBERS OR TRACERY SET OVER A DOOR OR WINDOW.

FENESTRATION
GENERAL TERM FOR THE ARRANGEMENT AND DESIGN OF WINDOWS IN A BUILDING; FRENCH (FENÊTRE).

FRENCH DOORS (FIG. 7)
A DOOR WHICH HAS GLASS PANES THROUGHOUT OR NEARLY SO ALONG ITS ENTIRE LENGTH; OFTEN USED IN PAIRS.

FRIEZE (FIG. 10)
A HORIZONTAL DECORATIVE BAND AT OR NEAR THE TOP OF A WALL BELOW THE CORNICE.

GABLE ROOF (FIG. 10)
A ROOF WHICH IS TRIANGULAR IN SHAPE, FROM THE CORNICE TO THE RIDGE; HOMES MAY BE FRONT-GABLED, SIDE-GABLED, OR A COMBINATION OF SEVERAL ROOF TYPES.

GAMBREL ROOF
A RIDGED ROOF WITH TWO SLOPES ON EACH SIDE, THE LOWER SLOPE HAVING THE STEEPER PITCH; OFTEN USED ON BARNs.

HIPPED ROOF (FIG. 8)
A ROOF WHICH SLOPES UPHILL FROM ALL FOUR SIDES OF A BUILDING; IF THE TOP IS "FLAT" IT IS A TRUNCATED HIP ROOF.

KNEE BRACES
A CORNER BRACE OR DIAGONAL MEMBER PLACED ACROSS THE ANGLE BETWEEN TWO MEMBERS THAT ARE JOINED TO PROVIDE STRUCTURAL STRENGTH. MAY ALSO BE DECORATIVE AS IN CRAFTSMAN BUNGALOWS.

LIGHTS (FIG. 15)
INDIVIDUAL PANES OF GLASS, AS IN A WINDOW WITH EIGHT LIGHTS.
M.U.L.L.I.O.N.S
A vertical member separating and often supporting windows, doors or panels set in a series, as in ribbon windows. The term is often confused with muntins which are the framing pieces around window panes.

M.U.N.T.I.N.S
A secondary framing member to hold panes of glass within a window or glazed door.

P.A.R.A.P.E.T
A low wall at the edge of a roof.

P.E.D.E.S.T.A.L
A support for a column, as seen frequently on craftsman style homes.

P.E.D.I.M.E.N.T
A triangular gable above or over a door or window, as often seen in classically inspired styles of building.

P.I.C.T.U.R.E W.I.N.D.O.W (fig. 11)
A large, fixed window that is often set between two smaller, operable windows.

P.I.E.R
A solid masonry support, often square or rectangular in plan.

P.I.L.A.S.T.E.R
A shallow flattened, rectangular column or pier attached to a wall and often modeled on an order.

P.I.T.C.H (roof)
One normally describes the degree of slant of a roof as low, medium or steeply pitched.

P.L.A.N
A drawing which shows the interior spaces of a building, usually to scale.

A covered carriage or automobile entrance which is attached to the side of the home, seen frequently in homes built in the 1920s and before; more architecturally distinguished than the later "carport."

A.R.C.U.A.T.E.D (arch)
A curved structure usually made of wedge shaped stones (voussoirs) which spans an opening.

B.A.L.C.O.N.E.T
A pseudo-balcony; a low ornamental railing to a window.

A decorative railing system which includes a top rail, balusters, and usually a bottom rail.

B.A.Y
A regularly repeated spatial element.

B.A.Y W.I.N.D.O.W (fig. 11)
A window that protrudes from a wall to provide a view of the outdoors.

A window which swings open along a window frame.

C.A.R.T.O.U.C.H.E (fig. 1)
An ornamental tablet often inscribed or decorated and framed with elaborate, scroll-like carving.

C.A.S.E.M.E.N.T W.I.N.D.O.W.S (fig. 15)
A window which swings open along the entire length, usually on hinges fixed to the sides of the opening.

An architectural element which defines the style or particular look of a building and without which the building would lose its integrity.

C.B.L.U.O.K.A.F.H.E.A.D
Architectural element which forms the base for a door’s sidelight.

C.A.N.T.I.L.E.V.E.R.D (fig. 16)
Projecting horizontally beyond the wall or its vertical support; as in balconies on monterey revival style homes or windows on some tudors.

C.A.P.I.T.A.L.S (fig. 3)
The topmost structural member of a column, often decorative.

C.A.R.T.O.U.C.H.E (fig. 6)
An ornamental tablet often inscribed or decorated and framed with elaborate, scroll-like carving.

C.A.S.E.M.E.N.T W.I.N.D.O.W.S (fig. 15)
A window which swings open along the entire length, usually on hinges fixed to the sides of the opening.

An architectural element which defines the style or particular look of a building and without which the building would lose its integrity.
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PORTICO (FIG. 13)
A COVERED ENTRANCE WHOSE ROOF IS SUPPORTED BY A SERIES OF COLUMNS OR PIERS, COMMONLY PLACED AT THE FRONT ENTRANCE OF A BUILDING.

QUOINS (FIG. 14)
OFTEN DECORATIVE, THESE ARE WOOD, STONE, OR BRICKS SET AT THE EXTERNAL CORNERS OF A BUILDING'S WALL.

RAFTER TAILS (FIG. 15)
RAFTERS ARE AN INCLINED STRUCTURAL MEMBERS FROM THE RIDGE OF THE ROOF DOWN TO THE EAVES WHICH SUPPORT THE ROOFING MATERIAL. WHEN THE ENDS PROTRUDE OVER THE EDGE OF THE WALL, AS IS COMMON IN THE CRAFTSMAN TRADITION, THESE ARE CALLED RAFTER TAILS.

RIBBON DRIVEWAY
COMMONLY FOUND IN OLDER NEIGHBORHOODS, THE DRIVEWAY CONSISTS OF TWO POUNDED STRIPS OF CONCRETE WITH A GRASSY MEDIAN IN BETWEEN.

RIBBON WINDOW (FIG. 11)
A HORIZONTAL BAND OF AT LEAST THREE WINDOWS SEPARATED ONLY BY MILLIONNKS.

RIDGE
THE HIGHEST POINT IN A SLOPED ROOF.

SHED ROOF
A ROOF, OFTEN USED ON A PORCH OR AUXILIARY BUILDING, WHICH HAS ONE PLANE.

SIDELIGHTS (FIG. 17)
A FRAMED AREA OF GLASS THAT DOES NOT OPEN, OFTEN SET VERTICALLY ON EACH SIDE OF A DOOR.

SLIDERS
METAL OR VINYL WINDOWS WHICH OPEN VERTICALLY RATHER THAN HORIZONTALLY; COMMON ON HOMES IN THE 1970s ON.

SLEEPING PORCH
UNTIL THE INVENTION OF AIR CONDITIONING, SCREENED ROOMS, OPEN TO THE NIGHT BREEZES, WERE COMMONLY USED IN FRESNO FOR SLEEPING DURING THE SUMMER MONTHS AND EVEN IN THE WINTER.
SPINDLEWORK (fig. 18)
Decorative circular wood pieces, turned on a lathe, and used particularly on porches on Queen Anne style residences.

STRAPWORK (fig. 16)
Decorative wood pieces on the exterior of a home that mimic the structural framing found in Northern European architecture, popularly used in the Tudor Revival and even Craftsman styles.

STUCCO
An exterior finish composed of Portland cement, lime, and sand.

TRANSOM WINDOW (fig. 11)
A window above another window or door that is usually operable and hinged.

VENEER
An outside wall surface that is decorative and durable but which is not load bearing, as in a brick veneer.
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SPINDLEWORK (fig. 18)
decorative circular wood pieces, turned on a lathe, and used particularly on porches on queen anne style residences.

STRAPWORK (fig. 16)
decorative wood pieces on the exterior of a home that mimic the structural framing found in northern european architecture. popularly used in the tudor revival and even craftsman styles.

STUCCO
an exterior finish composed of portland cement, lime, and sand.

TRANSOM WINDOW (fig. 11)
a window above another window or door that is usually operable and hinged.

VENEER
an outside wall surface that is decorative and durable but which is not load bearing, as in a brick veneer.
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